
Drawing - Art 340, 341, 440-002  Fall 2008, T/Th 12:45pm-3:25pm 
Professor: Yvonne Petkus  
Office: 407  Extension: 2390  email: yvonne.petkus@wku.edu 
Office Hours: Tues/Thurs 11:30-12:30; or by appointment. 
 
OBJECTIVE:  To Lose Oneself in the Act of Drawing; To Learn Through Doing. To expand ways of seeing and the capacity for making into 
methods for the furthering of thought.  The course will explore the visual and the conceptual, investigating material and thought.  The overarching 
goal is to guide students toward a discovery of their visual voice using practical, historical and conceptual frameworks. 
 

HOMEWORK: To keep a visual journal/sketchbook practicing or expanding on class content. Further homework assigned specifically below. 
Generally, you are expected to work in your sketchbook, exploring issues from class, between Tuesday and Thursday.  More involved, specific 
homework is assigned on Thursdays, due on Tuesdays.  Always bring your homework to the next class meeting. 
 

GRADE BREAKDOWN: Your grade will be an accumulation of: 

1/3 Class Participation, which includes use of class time, qualitative completion of classwork, and participation in class critiques/discussions. 

1/3 Homework, on-time completion and quality of homework, including evidence of work outside of class on pieces begun in class. 

1/3 Qualitative Abilities and Personal Growth in physical practice and conceptual development. 

Effort is important but grades are also based on qualitative growth in practice and in understanding through the above breakdown. 

At midterm, specific critical advice is supplied in written and in grade form. 
 

ATTENDANCE POLICY: 
You are expected to attend every class, though are allowed up to three absences per semester for any reason - save these for when really needed.   

 Four absences = drop 1/2 letter grade 
 Five absences = drop 1 letter grade 
 Six absences = drop 2 letter grades 
 Seven absences = failure of course 

As this is a hands-on course and the learning occurs in the studio, this attendance policy is strictly enforced. 

There is no need to bring notes or excuses for any absences (no need for proof – your word is enough). 

It is your responsibility to make up all missed work by consulting another student in the class. 

While unforeseeable personal issues sometimes come up and may need to be taken care of, they are not an excuse for permanently missing 
work/classes.  Any work/time missed must be made up and going over the allowed number of absences will result in the lowering of grade/failure of 
course, as listed above. 

It is recommended that if you go over six absences, you withdraw from the course and retake when circumstances are resolved. 
 

You must be on time. Class begins on time. 
 

Materials are your choice unless otherwise noted. 
 

Single sheets of paper are provided for longer works, unless otherwise noted. 
 
Week 1 
8/26:  Introduction. 
Materials for next class: Large pad of newsprint, varied drawing tools including charcoal, charcoal pencils, conté, etc. 
 

8/28:  Gestures. 
HOMEWORK: 6 pages in sketchbook using pen, working from observation. 
Prepare for next class: Prepare drawing paper (pad) for next class by taping off 24 boxes (4 per page, 6 pages) – include outer borders. 
and: Bring conte crayons: Black, White, Sanguine Natural, Sanguine Watteau, Bistre – basically, a variety. 
 
Week 2 
9/2: 5 minute drawings. 
Prepare for next class: Prepare drawing paper (pad) for next class by taping off 24 boxes (4 per page, 6 pages)- include outer borders. 
 
 

9/4: 5 minute drawings, emphasize value and space.  341 & 440 can expand materials. 
HOMEWORK: One fully worked drawing using all conte crayons to push compositional ideas discovered in 5 minute drawings. 
Materials for next class: For next class, bring sumi brush, container for water, drawing inks: Black, Brown, Super White. 
 
Week 3 
9/9: Wet Piece.  Large ink gestures leading into one large ink piece. 
Materials for next class: inks and ink related materials as well as a variety of dry media, gesso, etc. 
 

9/11: Wet/Dry Piece.  Warm up then one large piece using inks, gesso, contes, charcoals, etc. 
HOMEWORK: Piece of your choice using both wet and dry materials – can be from observation or not. 
Materials for next class: compressed charcoal or other soft charcoals (not exclusively vine), pink pearl eraser. 
 
Week 4 
9/16: Spatial Echo Drawings. 
 

9/18: Continue/Resolve Spatial Echo drawings. 
340 Materials for next class: conte, eraser. 
341, 440 Materials for next class: all inks and contes, charcoal pencils, eraser, paper for studies. 
 
Week 5 
9/23: Two-day drawing: 
 340: Line (after Morandi) using conte on drawing paper. 



 341, 440: Redefine spatial constructions: use and depart from traditional drawing methods to develop way of seeing/finding meaning. 
 
9/25: Continue two-day drawing. 
HOMEWORK: Self-portrait at least three feet from mirror:  include head, body, etc. but emphasize surrounding environment - create forms through 
the engagement of how you draw the space. 
Materials for next class: large newsprint, pad of drawing paper, varied charcoals, etc. 
 
Week 6 
9/30: Figure Drawing – 30 minute poses. (End class with Dine Video) 
HOMEWORK: Begin 25 self portraits; 25 compositional/material self-portrait pieces.  Due 10/28.  Will discuss formats, concepts, possibilities. 
Materials for next class: any combination of materials as long as erasable, eraser, fine sandpaper. 
 

10/2: No Classes. 
 
Week 7 
10/7: Eraser Drawings. 
 

10/9: Eraser Drawings, same piece of paper as last class. 
HOMEWORK: HOMEWORK: Continue 50 self-portrait pieces and prepare for critiques. 
**Note: Sign up for class critiques for next week (specific pieces to be listed on sign-in sheet).  Must have written introduction to work. 
 
Week 8 
10/14: Class Critiques. 
10/16: Class Critiques. 
Materials for next class: any combination of materials as long as erasable, eraser, fine sandpaper. 
 
Week 9 
10/21: Eraser Drawings. 
HOMEWORK: Continue 50 self-portrait pieces. 
 

10/23: 50% Eraser Drawings – may include non-erasable elements – same piece of paper as last class. 
HOMEWORK: Finish 50 self-portrait pieces (bring all to next class). 
Materials for next class: bring all self-portrait pieces and a variety of materials. 
 
Week 10 
10/28: 50 Self-portrait pieces due. 
Self-Concept Piece. Use 8 of these portraits to create a visually compelling and personally meaningful piece.  Think about the frame(s), repetition; 
objective versus subjective information. 
 

10/30: Continue Self-Concept piece. 
HOMEWORK: Resolve Self-Concept piece. 
 
Week 11 
11/4: No Classes. 
 

11/6: Begin Political Piece 
HOMEWORK: Two thumbnail sketches of Political Piece and continue piece itself. 
 
Week 12 
11/11: Resolve Political Piece, using sketches. 
 

11/13: Sequential Communication/Frames. Begin with thumbnails/conceptual notes. 
HOMEWORK: Continue Sequential Piece. 
 
Week 13 
11/18: Continue Sequential Piece. 
 

11/20: Continue Sequential Piece. 
HOMEWORK: Resolve Sequential Piece. 
 

*Note: 340 Portfolio Reviews are tentatively scheduled for around this time.  More information to follow. 
*Optional pre-review appointments will be available to review your choices/statements for your 340 portfolios. 
 

Week 14 
11/25: 1. 4 pages of studies in sketchbook related to final piece.  Bring source materials, sketches and supports.  Give yourself the limitations that 

act as a starting point while encouraging deviation, experimentation and growth.  Think beyond subject matter to process. 
2. Begin final piece.  Do studies as needed. 
 

11/27: No Classes. 
 
Week 15 
12/2: Continue final piece. 
 

12/4: Continue final piece. 
HOMEWORK: Complete final drawings and prepare for final critiques. 
**Note: Have drawings since midterm in a state you can defend and a written introduction. 
 
Week 16 – Final Exam Week 
Tuesday, 12/9 10:30am-12:30pm Final Critiques.  All must attend. 
Wednesday, 12/10 8:30am-11:00am  Final Critiques.  All must attend. 
 

Syllabus is subject to change at any time with notice. 
 

Student Disability Services 
In compliance with university policy, students with disabilities who require academic and/or auxiliary accommodations for this course must contact 



the Office for Student Disability Services in Downing University Center, A-200. The phone number is 270 745 5004. 
Please DO NOT request accommodations directly from the professor or instructor without a letter of accommodation from the Office for Student 

Disability Services. 
 

 

 
 
SUPPLY LIST - Petkus 
340, 341, 440 
 
Materials will vary for each individual in addition to the following: 
 
 Sketchbook: your choice 

 Paper for gestures: Large pad of newsprint, 24" x 36" 

 General purpose drawing paper pad at least 24" x 18" 

 50 surfaces for 50 self-portrait pieces (can be varied, some have purchased a 50-page pad of paper, others like to mix it up) 

 Drawing Inks: 
  Black, Brown, Super White 
  

Sumi Brush (Chinese Ink Brush) 
 
Conté Crayons: 

Black, White, Sanguine Natural, Sanguine Watteau, Bistre (a variety) 
 

Charcoal pencils (start with at least two), look for type that is to be peeled rather than sharpened.  
****(not Litho pencils, not  china markers) 

 Varied drawing tools including compressed charcoal (some must be erasable) 

 Erasers (including pink pearl) 

 Gesso 

 Masking Tape, Drafting Tape, or blue/purple Painter's Tape – must have own 

 Spray Fixative (to be used only outside) 


